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Q1

Please provide the following information

Award Contact Name Alexandria Widerski

Company EPS Security

Email Address awiderski@epssecurity.com

Phone Number 616-459-1282 Ext 124

Q2

Which Monitoring Center of the Year category are you
entering?

SMB (0-40,000 subscribers)

Q3

Is your organization Five Diamond certified? (15%)

Yes,

What is your certification date?:

April 2021

#8#8
COMPLETECOMPLETE
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Q4

TRAINING AND EDUCATION - Please provide detailed information on your new hire and on-going training programs.
Please specifically address content, testing, evaluation/analysis, and methodology. Share the qualifications and training
for your trainers. Define additional training modules and target skill sets. Explain how you determine and address training
and knowledge gaps over time. Describe how training programs are allocated and include any incentive programs that
you have implemented around training. (10%)

We strongly rely on referrals from our current employees and a local workforce development association called Michigan Works to find 
qualified applicants. In addition, we leverage social media, in-house job fairs, and job posting sites such as Monster, Indeed, and 
MLive to find new team members. We also utilize our fleet vehicles, encouraging our community members to "Join the Team" at 
EpsSecurity.com/careers. 

Understanding the importance of timeliness and accuracy in the alarm monitoring industry, we aim to take a comprehensive approach 
to training, in order to promote confidence and comfort among operators. When a new employee starts within the monitoring center, 
their first two weeks are working next to our Monitoring Center supervisor on the first shift. During this period, the new employee is 
building a relationship with their supervisor, teaching them how to navigate our automation. In addition, they are getting to learn how the
other departments interact with the monitoring center. After the initial two-week period, the operator moves to the shift they were hired 
for and will spend ten weeks following their trainer's schedules.  

Once the new employee is with their trainer, they will listen to their trainer answering the phones and handling low-priority signals at 
their station. When the trainer signs them off that they know how to navigate automation, the trainee will start to answer the phone 
calls while the trainer is doing the computer work. Once the trainee has been signed off on answering incoming calls and making 
outgoing calls, we will slowly start adjusting their priority levels throughout the ten weeks until they are handling all signals. Finally, at 
eight weeks, the trainee will complete TMA level 1. This prevents the new operators from receiving too much information too quickly.  
Once that has been completed, the trainee will be signed off on and start their schedule at ten weeks.  

Our trainers are sent for additional training at the Employers' Association located here in Grand Rapids. At this training, they learn 
about DISC styles, how to communicate and motivate others, and how to be an effective trainer. 

Technology is constantly changing in the industry, and our operators need to stay updated with new equipment. We handle these 
situations in multiple different ways. We will email the information out to our team to make sure that everyone is aware, we also use 
Slack for any questions that may come up during their shifts, and we work with our training department to have classes set up to go 
over new products. We will have technicians go into the field, and they will test new products for the monitoring center so that they 
have real-life experience. For example, when we first started the area of rescue, we would have technicians testing the AoR phones 
until the operators became comfortable handling those signals.  We also will have our training department host monthly meetings 
where the operators can come in and put their hands on our devices and panels.  They will be able to arm/disarm test panels, replace 
batteries in the device, reset hand pull alarms all for them to build the confidence to help our customers out.  

EPS Security has also instituted a Career Development Program, allowing operators to progress their skills and take on additional 
responsibilities. As a result, operators have a clear path of expectations and benchmarks to progress through levels in which they 
attain a new title, added responsibilities, and receive further compensation. EPS is committed to developing dedicated, career-long 
employees.
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Q5

DISASTER RECOVERY - Please explain your center’s disaster recovery solution. Provide details relevant to its scope,
how you train to the plan and how/when you test the plan. (Note: It is acceptable to submit a copy of the outline page of
your plan.) (10%)

EPS created its first disaster recovery plan in 1999. The plan is reviewed semi-annually, with the most recent review in October 2021. 
The disaster recovery plan includes an extensive redundancy effort with two sites protecting data integrity. As of 2016, there are 
redundant receivers, database servers, internet connections, and even dual power grids from Detroit and Chicago. Below is our UL-
certified disaster plan.

Equipment Required: 
1. (15) Mobile Laptops
2. (15) USB Headsets (have 4)
3. (15) Bria softphone licenses (have 5)
4. (2) Mobile Jetpacks (Verizon & AT&T)
5. VPN Access to DICE in Bay City (Short Term)
a. Grand Rapids route to be used if connection is available
6. VPN Access to DICE in Bay City (Long Term)
a. IT built HPC environment to house VPN. (BGP to sales offices)
7. Remote monitoring operations (work from home) can be utilized if authorized by management and applicable UL standards.

Instructions for Short Term BCP:
1. Monitoring Center personnel will evacuate the area in accordance with all applicable safety and evacuation plans.
2. Management will contact staff to log on from home and will release current staff to return home. 
3. MC personnel will be released back to the normal center when the “all clear” is given by the Director of Operations.

Instructions for Long Term BCP:
1. If the evacuation will be long term (greater than 24 hours), the next scheduled shift will work from. Management will communicate 
this at least two hours prior to the oncoming shift.
2. Shifts will continue to report and work from home until such time as it is safe to return to the normal center, as advised by the 
Director of Operations.
3. The Monitoring Center Operations Manager and/or designated personnel will coordinate all MC activity. 
4. Work station access for other critical personnel will be coordinated by IT.
5. With approval, other support roles may be permitted to work remotely.

When the operator has been at EPS for ten weeks, they are issued their DR recovery kit. Their kit includes everything they need to be 
successful during their shift.  The operator will spend a couple of days in the office working on their DR equipment to be confident with 
it, and their trainer will be able to assist with any questions.   Our monitoring center operates on a rotating hybrid schedule.   Operators 
are allowed to work from home two shifts out of every week which keeps them updated with their DR equipment and training.
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Q6

USE OF TECHNOLOGY - Explain how technology is used to support business intelligence for monitoring operations;
customer support; training; sales and marketing; HR; accounting; and, end users/subscribers. (10%)

EPS Security uses the following Monitoring Center Based Services:
• Managed Access Control
• Email Alerts
• SMS/Text Messages
• VOIP, Internet & Cellular Communication Paths
• E-Link (My Account) Remote Services
• Outbound Voice for Supervisory Signals
• Inbound Voice for Service Technicians
• Web-based Account History and Service Management
• Remote Download Capability
• Remote AlarmNet diagnostics
• Remote TotalConnect Administration and Technical Support
• Reporting Options
The monitoring center uses Slack as a messaging app that connects them with everyone within the company. They quickly and 
efficiently communicate with other departments about issues throughout their shifts. We also have a customer email box that is 
monitored 24/7, allowing customers to request service. We use Freshdesk as an online cloud-based ticket creator to quickly respond 
to our customer's needs. Our operators can request time off, check their pay stubs, and monitor their career growth through the Kronos 
app.

Q7

FALSE DISPATCH PROCEDURES/REDUCING FALSE ALARMS - Explain standard alarm procedures and how your
monitoring center uses technology to reduce false dispatches.  Outline your approach for identifying offenders and
corresponding remediation. If applicable, identify any training programs that you have developed for key stakeholders,
inclusive of employees, end users, or others. (10%)

EPS Security utilizes Enhanced Call Verification, which has resulted in more than a 90% reduction in dispatches. Our on-site False 
Alarm Task Force meets twice monthly to decrease false alarms. For each meeting, a report is compiled of any account with two or 
more false alarms in two weeks. These accounts are reviewed, and the committee determines the best way to correct the problem. 
Once it has been established that a malfunction in the alarm system has not caused the false alarm, EPS employees provide helpful 
information to the customer explaining how to troubleshoot their system to reduce the number of false alarms. Finally, our Monitoring 
Center supervisors perform a follow-up on all alarms from the previous day we could not make contact with at the time of the alarm. 
The EPS employee notifies each customer when an alarm is tripped, attempts to update contact numbers, and provides customer 
training as needed.  Currently, EPS incorporates TMA, SNA, NFPA and the Burglar and Fire Alarm Association of Michigan guidelines 
in its daily procedures. Our technology includes DICE™ software and Honeywell products, including dual technology devices and 
cross zones.
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Q8

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES - Detail how you help employees engage in community activities and causes. (10%)

EPS Security fosters an environment of volunteerism among our staff. Volunteers from the Monitoring Center and throughout EPS also 
participated in “Maranda Park Parties”. Annually, a local TV station holds five or six “park parties” in area towns to promote community 
and awareness while having a fun time through music and family fun. EPS is not only a sponsor of the event, but a full participant of 
every single “park party” throughout the summer. McGruff SafeKids ID kits are handed out along with other valuable information. It’s a 
great opportunity for EPS to give back to the local communities we serve, and we have a great time doing it.
EPS also is involved with the local organization “Kids Food Basket” which provides sack lunches to children in local school districts. 
Other contributions to local charities and events are provided through Friday “Jean Day” events where employees donate a specified 
amount to a chosen non-profit organization to participate. Non-profit donations are constantly changing and include many different 
organizations.  Eps employees were able to raise $23,000 for United Way.

Q9

METRICS - Identify KPIs and frequency of reporting. Explain how these reports are used to manage day-to-day
operations. (10%)

EPS Security regularly monitors the performance of the Monitoring Center. Monthly metrics are gathered that measure monitoring and 
phone efficiency, alarm accuracy, and customer service quality. These metrics across operators are also tabulated for rolling 
department averages to ensure we meet goals. 
At the end of the month, operators are provided with a monthly KPI scorecard showing them their YTD review scores.  
Department leadership gives bi-weekly metric scorecards to each operator individually via email. If the employee has any questions, 
they will set up a meeting with their supervisor. Each operator is made aware of the expectations and where they stand each 
measurement period.
We use this information and interaction to identify additional training needs for department meetings and reward our top performers. 
These measurements have also been intertwined with the annual review process, so the performance scoring system remains 
consistent.

Q10

EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION - Explain your center’s approach for recognizing employee excellence in areas of
productivity, Q/A scores, attendance, etc. Provide information on any employee referral programs and retention bonus
programs. (5%)

EPS uses the TMA Excellence Awards as an incentive to promote attendance and performance among employees. Suppose senior 
management feels an operator is exceeding the high standards outlined in their TMA training and certification, as well as internal 
performance metrics. In that case, they are nominated for the Monitoring Center Operator of the Year award. EPS has established a 
Toperator that is announced monthly; our Toperator is the top performer within the monitoring center based on their KPIs. If they are 
the Toperator, you are awarded a $40.00 gift card to Amazon, and they have bragging rights for the month. We also use Caught with 
quality’s which are written documents that the supervisor will go over with the employee when they go above and beyond for our 
customers. These documents will go into their official employee file. EPS does offer an employee referral program, and If the individual
hired completes the qualifying period, you will be eligible for a $500.00 bonus. An additional $500.00 will be paid when the new 
employee completes six consecutive months of employment at EPS Security. We also offer our monitoring center operators additional 
compensation for having perfect attendance. The employee can bank 240 hours into their sick time bank, which provides paid time off 
for short-term disability. Once the employee has reached the cap of 240 hours, as long as they have perfect attendance, they will 
receive 4 hours of paid time which is automatically added into their next payday.
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Q11

QUALITY OF RECORDS (Alarm history, recordings, etc.) - Detail your center’s records retention process, including its
approach for alarm history and phone calls. Explain how you use history to evaluate current challenges, productivity, and
effectiveness. Lastly, how is history used to understand current business, customers, and employees? (5%)

The monitoring center takes a comprehensive approach for monitoring our history and phone calls. Every two-week period the 
operators have 20 random alarms and ten phone calls reviewed by upper management to ensure an exceptional customer experience. 
We take a proactive approach to monitoring changing weather patterns and have additional staff available to log into automation if 
needed. We have multiple status screens within the monitoring center that allow the operators to observe the incoming signals and 
phone calls. In addition, our team monitors the history of accounts, looking for common patterns that could be occurring, and will have 
our in-house technical support further investigate to prevent additional issues from occurring.

Q12

RELATIONS WITH AHJs - Explain how your monitoring center works with public safety to increase effectiveness,
reduce false alarms, and increase awareness of industry trends, technology, and contributions. (5%)

EPS Security has established excellent relationships with the local responding authorities. We have an open-door policy with the local 
police, fire, rescue and 911 personnel. We regularly host guests with tours of our facilities as well as coordinated meetings. To ensure 
we are always on the same page as authorities, we make sure to update all parties whenever there is a procedure change at EPS. Our 
proactive communication and overall coordination allow us to effectively respond to authorities and customers alike.
EPS proudly partners as a sponsor with local media stations and authorities alike that promote awareness in the community. We take 
pride in educating children and parents with programs like “Take a Bite out of Crime” with McGruff and also Fire response and 
evacuation plan education with our friends at the fire department.

Q13

BUSINESS STRATEGY/CUSTOMER RELATIONS - How do you approach and manage communications with your
customers? Share how your center solicits voice of customer?  How do you keep them apprised of business
developments, advancements, and new products or services? (5%)

EPS Security gathers data from the automation software, and the phone system reports to ensure customers are being taken care of 
efficiently. In addition, alarm events are pulled by supervisors each week and scored for accuracy. Finally, phone call recordings are 
pulled weekly and reviewed with operators to point out both positive and negative aspects of their interactions with our customers. 
These measurable skills contribute to how performance is monitored across the department. Overall, the priority at EPS is simple; 
Responsiveness, Trusted Advisors, & Personal Touch. EPS regularly updates our website to keep our customers informed of new 
developments, advancements, and products. In addition, we provide mass mailers to our customers to introduce new services and 
products.

Q14

ENGAGEMENT WITH INDUSTRY GROUPS - Identify relevant industry association memberships that you center
maintains.  How does your company participate in or contribute to these associations? (5%)

EPS Security works closely with many industry organizations to learn best practices and form bonds with peers as well as having a 
say with responding agencies as their departments or groups evolve. These organizations include Security Networks of America 
(SNA), the Burglary & Fire Alarm Association of Michigan (BFAAM), and our certificating organizations such as UL, FM, and TMA.
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Q15

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Respondent skipped this question

Q16

Optional: You may upload a PDF or image to accompany your application. (File size limit is 16MB)

TMA Award Submission 2021.pdf (495.9KB)


